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The purpose of this design note isto evaluate possible implementations and


make 'recommendatlons for the Space Shuttle Ku-Band Integrated Communications/


Radar Antenna Tracking system. The study emphasizes comunication aspects


involving the Tracking Data Relay Satellite (TDRS)/Orbiter Ku-Band link.


Detailed analysis of antenna sizes, gains and signal-to-noise ratios shows


the desirability of using maximum size 36-inch diameter dish and a triple


channel monopulse. The use of the original baselined 20 inch dish is found to


result in excessive acquisition time since the despread signal would be


used inthe tracking loop. Evaluation of vehicle dynamics shows typical


communication timelines for various on-orbit activities and relatively slow


look angle rate changes over 90 percent of the on-orbit activities during


a mission. An evaluation of scan procedures which includes vehicle dynamics,


designation error, time for acquisition and probability of acquisition shows


that the conical scan is preferred since the time for lock-on for relatively


slow look angle rates will be significantly shorter than the raster scan. An


evaluation of Orbiter body and yoke blockage shows that significant improvement


in spherical coverage may be obtained by reorienting the antenna gimbal


to obtain maximum blockage overlap. Also, a simplified evaluation has shown


that multipath will have some limiting effects on communications; however,


additional study is suggested to more accurately determine these effects.


Also, it is suggested that the allowed Doppler shift may be reduced

















The purpose of this design note is to evaluate and trade-off significant design


parameters and make recommendations for the implementation of the tracker for the


Space Shuttle Orbiter Ku-Band Communications Antenna System. First, background


information is given to show the present status of the development of the Ku-Band


System. This is followed by a detailed discussion of significant parameters which


relate to tracker implementation. Factors included in the discussion are:


(1) antenna power gain as related to beamwidth and antenna size (2)tracking loop


signal-to-noise ratio considerations (3) effects of spread spectrum and Doppler


phenomenon on tracking and acquisition (4) vehicle dynamics effects on acquisi­

tion and tracking (5) scan parameters for acquisition and tracking including antenna
 

location and gimbal orientations as related to spherical coverage factors


(6) effects of multipath on performance and (7) single versus triple channel


monopulse. Specific recommendations may not be given in the discussion subsections


since many factors are interrelated. The individual factors and parameters


developed in the discussion subsections are combined and interrelated in the


results section to illustrate the rationale for the recommended implementation


The results of this study are intended to influence the optimum choice for the


design, specification and implementation of the Ku-Band tracker system. Finally,


concise recommendations are given in the conclusion section which is followed by


a listing of the references used in this design note.


The illustrations in this paper in figure form are compiled in Appendix A and the














The Ku-Band Communications Antenna System will initially consist of a single


antenna on the Space Shuttle Orbiter. This antenna will be capable of


automatically acquiring and tracking an appropriate synchronous orbit Tracking
 

and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). This capability isscheduled to begin on the


fourth operational flight test (OFT-4) and current planning entails the addition


of a second antenna for increased coverage on OFT-17 (Reference A). The antennas


will be stowed within the payload bay during ascent and descent. The first antenna


to be used beginning on OFT-4 will deploy from the right side of the Orbiter and


will serve both communication and radar functions. The second antenna beginning


with OFT-17 will deploy from the left side of the Orbiter and serve only a


communications function Detailed specifications for the antenna and associated


equipment are given inReference B,which was issued in March of 1976.


Subsequently proposals were written and submitted to Rockwell and the selection


process is currently in progress. The detailed design and implementation for


the Ku-Band Antenna and tracker has not been fully established.


A number of studies have been performed to date involving the Ku-Band System.


A study was made by Rockwell in 1973 (Reference C) to determine requirements


and constraints for the Ku-Band integrated communications/radar system. Studies


by Hughes, Axiomatics and Dynamic Development Corporation (References D, E, and


F), principally involved with radar optimization, were completed in 1975 and


1976. Also, recent studies have been performed by Lockheed in Houston


(Reference G and H) concerning acquisition and tracking aspects of the Ku-Band


system. Lastly, some detailed studies relating to this subject have been performed











Significant factors relating to the Orbiter Ku-Band Antenna System are given


inTable I and a functional block diagram based on Reference B isgiven in


Figure 1. Significant aspects of the six McDonnelq Douglas working papers









PARAMETER VALUE OR RANGE 
Orbiter Transmitter Output Power 50 W (minimum) 
Forward Link Frequency Band 13.75-13.80 GHz 
Return Link Frequency Band 14.896-15.121 GHz 
Center Frequency 13.775 GHz (Forward Link) 
15.0085 GHz (Return Link) 
Specified r.f. Bandwidth 50 MHz (Forward Link) 
225 MHz (Return Link) 
Assumed Spread Spectrum Bandwidth 25 MHz 
Spread Spectrum Degradation in PN -1.5 dB 
Despreader (assumed) 
Orbiter Orbital Altitudes 100-600 n mi. (nominally circular) 
Maximum Doppler (Forward Link) +500 kHz 
Antenna Efficiency 55% 
Orbiter Antenna Power Gain 34.5 dB (receive at 13.775 GHz)
a35.4 dB -transmit at 15.0085 GHz) 
Antenna Sidelobes 18 dB down from peak 
Polarization RHCP (Communications) 
Linear (Radar) 
Antenna Pointing Angle Computer Update 2 seconds 
Scan Region for Acquisition 20 by 20 degree search field 
Designation Error-Orbiter Antenna 2.8 degrees (maximum) 
Scan Rate 10 degrees/second (maximum) 
Orbiter Antenna Acquisition Time 60 seconds (maximum) 
Orbiter Antenna Reacquisition Time 30 seconds (maximum) 
TDRS Effective isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) 48.0 dBw (minimum) 
TDRS Orbital Altitude 19,323 n.mi (nominally circular) 








The discussion section isdivided into seven subsections inwhich specific


parameters are developed. In the first subsection, 4.1, the power gain and


beamwidth parameters are determined for four dish sizes ranging from the base­

lined diameter of 20 inches to the maximum permitted size of 36 inches. The


power gain significantly affects signal-to-noise ratios, and the beamwidth affects


the length of time required for a scan cycle during acquisition of the TDRS by


the Orbiter antenna. The second subsection, 4.2, deals with the signal-to-noise


ratio in the tracking loop as related to antenna power gain, the use of a spread


or despread signal and the variation in slant range of the Orbiter from the TDRS.


The factors in this subsection are significantly related to the selection of


the dish size. Subsection 4.3 defines the amplitude versus frequency content


of the spread spectrum signal received by the Orbiter. Also, Doppler shift and


Doppler rates are calculated for Orbiter altitudes of 100 n.mi. and 600 n.mi.


The results of this section affect the design of the automatic frequency control,


amplifiers, and filters used by the Orbiter receiver in the tracking loop.


Subsection 4.4 shows the relationship between Orbiter vehicle dynamics for


planned attitudes and look angle changes between the Orbiter Ku-Band Antenna
 

and the TDRS. Typical communication timelines for various planned activites


are also developed to show expected operational limitations. Subsection 4.5


deals with scan parameters and includes an evaluation of the limitations for


spherical coverage imposed by the antenna yoke and Orbiter body. This sub­

section also includes an estimation of detection time and probability of


detection as related to the raster and conical scan, designation error and


vehicle dynamics (look angle rate). The results of this section will show











scanning procedure. In Subsection 4.6 a simplified model is developed to


determine possible multipath effects on tracking as related to operational


limitations and finally inSubsection 4.7 the relative merits of the three


channel monopulse feed system versus the single channel feed system are given


to make a recomendation for the tracking system implementation.


Inmost cases final conclusions are not drawn inthe discussion subsections


since multiple factors need to be considered. Since many of the subsections


inthe discussion are interrelated, the development and rationale for specific














An important aspect to investigate relative to the Ku-Band Shuttle Orbiter


track-ing and acquisitinn-implementation is-the radiation pattern of--a parabolic


Antenna patterns for 20, 26, 30 and 36 inch reflectors are calculated
reflector. 

function of boresight angle for the normalized electric field magnitude
as a 

and the relative power. From these patterns the half power beamwidth (HPBW),


antenna power gains, and side lobe levels will be obtained for the four


respective circular reflectors. These parameters are useful in the calculation


of the signal-to-noise ratio and scanning procedures for the Ku-Band Antenna.


The normalized electric field magnitude and relative power patterns were produced


using the calculator program found in Figure 84 of Appendix B. The normalized


electric field pattern is calculated with the use of the Bessel function in the


equation for a uniformally illuminated circular aperture. The equation for the






E 	 (0) 	 1 
 
stn0 
* 	 = free space wavelength (meters) 
D = diameter of reflector (meters)
= 3.14159 
0 = angle with respect to the normal of the reflector 
(designated "Boresight Angle (Degrees)" on plots) 
J = first order Bessel function 
n-D sin 0] = argument for the Bessel function 
* 	 NOTE: G represents the wavelength in Figures 2-17 















Both the electric field and relative power patterns are calculated for the


forward and return link frequencies of the Orbiter/TDRS Communication System


of 13.775 GHz and 15.0085 GHz respectively.


Plots of the normalized electric field as a function of boresight angle for


twenty, twenty-six, thirty, and thirty-six inch reflectors for the forward link


frequency are found in Figures 2-5 and for the return link frequency in Figures


6-9. These eight plots illustrate the pattern for the main lobe, first side


lobe, and second side lobe (forward link and 20 inch return link only). These


plots show that the position of the first null varies up to 1.430 due to the
 

change in frequency and reflector diameter in Figures 2-9.


The relative power expressed indB as a function of boresight angle is


illustrated inFigures 10-17 for each reflector size and each respective


link frequency The figures show the main lobe and first lobe (levels


in decibels directly from the plots). The side lobe level in dB can be


calculated in Figures 2-9 by use of the following equation.







The calculated first side lobe level for each link frequency and each reflector


isat -17.60 dB with respect to the main lobe. The Ku-Band Specification for


the first side lobe level isset at -18 dB (Reference B)which isreasonable


considering that some tapered illumination will cause side lobe reduction.


Tables 2-9 contain a listing of the specific data points for each reflector
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The directive gain and power gain for each of the parabolic reflectors may be


calculated from equations (4)and (5)respectively assuming an efficiency of 55%:


DG	 = (7rD) 2 (4)(Reference C) 
GA 	 = r.G (5) (Reference C) 
n 	 = efficiency 
D 	 = diameter of reflector (meters)r 
DG 	 = directive gain 
GA 	 = antenna power gain 
T 	 = 3.14159

= free space wavelength (meters)

A tabulation of the antenna power gain and beamwidth for each appropriate


frequency and reflector size isgiven inTable 10 
 The power gains are obtained


.fromnEqqations (4)and 5) and tke beamwijths are obtained from the patterns,


The 36 inch dish isnoted to have an approximate 5 dB gain over the 20 inch


dish at the forward frequency. The beamwidth narrows from 2.52 degrees for


the 20 inch dish to 1.41 degrees for the 36 inch dish.


Also, itshould be mentioned that the difference pattern may be obtained by


subtracting two sum patterns displaced in space, and the width of the nulls


by 	 a fixed power level varies as a function of the antenna size. The relative


null widths for a fixed power level of 32.74 dB yields .65, .39, .36, and .19


degrees for the respective dish sizes of 20, 26, 30, and 36 inches. This


result shows that tracking uncertainties due to the low amplitude of the


difference pattern on boresite will be minimized with the largest dish.










































































































4.2 Tracking Loop Signal-to-Noise Ratio Evaluation


The Ku-Band tracking system is part of an integrated radar/communication system


which is being designed to automatically acquire and track a TDRS inthe


communications mode. The tracking loop operates with the Orbiter receiver carrier
 

frequency of 13.775 GHz over a specified maximum r.f. bandwidth of 50 MHz from


the TDRS to the Orbiter (forward link). The conceputal baseline entails & three


channel monopulse system that utilizes a Cassegrain fed parabolic dish antenna.


The three channels include sum tracking, difference azimuth, and difference


elevation which are shown inthe conceputal block diagram of Figure 18 (Reference B).


The sum channel is separated from the r.f. sum data channel at the power divider


with the difference channels coming directly from the monopulse type hybrid


circuit through a transmit/receive (T/R) switch. Several parameters may vary
 

in the tracking loop that should be considered. Some of these parameters include:


(1) Signal level at the Orbiter as the slant range changes
 







(4) Use of spread or despread signals in tracking loop


(5) Use of triple or single channel monopulse type tracking signals




















The signal-to-noise ratio calculations in this section are discussed in relation


to the antenna size and the option of using the despread signal versus the


spread signal inthe tracking loop. The despread signal considered has a band­

width of 1 MHz, and a bandwidth of 25 MHz for the spread signal is assumed.


The signal-to-noise ratio calculations are based on minimum and maximum slant


range parameters which are shown in Figure 19. The level of the radiated signal


at the surface of the Earth required to meet the recommendations set by the


International Radio Consultive Communication Union (CCIR) is -152 dBw/m 2/4 kHz


from a TDRS satellite in synchronous orbit, 19,323 n.mi., above the Earth. The


power level calculation (flux density) isdefined in a 4 kHz bandwidth to


conform to CCIR guidelines (Reference C).


The level of the TDRS signal at the Orbiter varies from -152.0 dBW/m2/4 kHz








FLUX DENSITY (WATTS EIRP A x (6)


where: m2/4 kHz 4TrR2BWss






R = range (TDRS - SSO) in meters 





4 x 103 = CCIR bandwidth inHertz


The flux density may be expressed in dBw/m2/4kHz by taking 10 times the log









Several parameters are considered for the signal-to-noise ratio calculation


which include the transmit power, the TDRS transmit and Orbiter receive antenna
 

power gains; wavelength, transmit and receive circuit losses which also include


the pointing, transmission line and polarization losses, noise figure; antenna


temperature; and the transmit bandwidth. The equation used for the signal-to­





S/N 	 EIRP GrX 2 LT 

(4 R) 2 K Tsy s B

where: 
EIRP = effective isotropic radiated power for TDRS 
(assumed 48.0 dBw) 
Gr = 	 receive antenna power gain for Orbiter (See r Subsection 4.1, Table 10) 
= wavelength inmeters assumed 0.0218 meters for forward 
frequency of 13.775 GHz 
LT = loss factors assumed 5.71 dB (Reference J) 
R = range inmeters, TDRS-SSO (assumed 4.337x107 meters 
for maximum and 3.556x10 7 meters for minimum) 
TSys = equivalent system temperature (assumed 856.90K) 
B = 	 bandwidth in Hertz (assumed 25 MHz for spread'
 

and 1 MHz for despread)









4.2 1 Antenna Size Considerations


The reflector diameters considered inSection 4.1 were twenty, twenty-six, thirty


and thirty-six inches. Itwas shown in that section that the larger the


reflector the higher the power gain and the narrower the beamwidth. Although


the narrower beamwidth will require a longer acquisition time, the interference
 

from reflected signals from the Orbiter, Earth, payloads, etc and the higher


power gain of the larger antenna reflector tend to provide better S/N margins


for tracking loop considerations The gain-advantage of the 36 inch dish is











4.2.2 Spread vs. Despread System Considerations


The general definition of the term spread spectrum according to Reference P is
 

a transmitted waveform which occupies a bandwidth far exceeding that of the


input/output baseband signal. The Orbiter utilizes this spread spectrum effect


with phase modulation and a pseudo noise code for spreading. Inthis paper








If the tracking loop were implemented with the despread signal, rather than the


spread signal, itwould result in a higher signal-to-noise ratio as depicted in


Tables 11-12. However, use of the despread signal will result in a longer


acquisition time because of increased lock-up time required for PN code synchroni­

zation. This isbecause despreading of the spread signal in the sum data channel


degrades the (S/N) by approximately 1.5 dB (Reference Q). However, the decrease


in bandwidth enhances the signal-to-noise ratio by [10 log ()]13.9B.
in bndwdthenhncee a o- is rati [ lo )] 3.9dB. There­
fore, while the spread signal permits quicker acquisition time, the despread


signal provides better S/N margin for tracking after lock-up. Unfortunately, the


acquisition time for lock-up of the despread signal has been estimated to take


as long as five minutes, which exceeds the specified value of 60 seconds


(Reference B). Since the despread signal is not considered to be suitable for














SUM TRACKING CHANNEL (INPUT OF AGC)


RANGE REFLECTOR * DESPREAD S/N (dB) SPREAD S/N (dB) 
DIAMETER B =1 hHz B = 25 MHz 
(INCHES) 
MIN. 20 10.07 -3.91


MAX. 20 8.35 -5.63


MIN. 26 12.30 -1.68


MAX. 26 10.58 -3.40


MIN. 30 13.60 - .38


MAX. 30 11.88 -2.10


MIN. 36 15.13 +1.15


MAX. 36 	 13.41 - .57


Assumptions: 	 LT = -5.71 dB (Reference J)


TSy s = 856.90K (Reference J)


MIN. = 3.556 x 1O7 meters


MAX. = 4.337 x 107 meters


S1.5 dB degradation for despreader included with bandwidth enhancement.

















DIFFERENCE AZIMUTH OR ELEVATION TRACKING CHANNEL


(INPUT OF ANGLE TRACKING ELECTRONICS)


RANGE REFLECTOR *DESPREAD S/N (dB) SPREAD S/N (dB)








MIN. 20 8.57 -5.41


MAX. 20 6.85 -7.14


MIN. 26 10.80 -3.18


MAX. 26 9.08 -4.90


MIN. 30 12.10 -1.88


MAX. 30 10.38 -3.60


MIN. 36 13.63 - .35
 

MAX. 36 11.91 -2.07


Assumptions: 	 LT = -5.71 dB (Reference J)


TSy = 856.90K (Reference J)
s 
 
MIN. = 3.556 x 107 meters


MAX. = 4.337 x 107 meters


* 1.5 dB degradation for despreader included with bandwidth enhancement. 
NOTE: 	 Difference pattern S/N calculations are assumed to be at a power level











4.3 Characteristics of the TDRS Spread Spectrum Ku-Band Tracking Signal


This section develops characteristics of the tracking signal transmitted by


the TDRS as seen by the Orbiter. This involves consideration of the effects


of Doppler shift and Doppler rates as seen by the Orbiter from acquisition­

of-signal (AOS) co loss-of-signal (LOS) A frequency plot of the transmitted


spread spectrum signal isalso included in this section for evaluation of


automatic frequency control (AFC) requirements. The spread spectrum which


results from a pseudo noise (PN) code makes up the signal transmitted by the








The geometry of the Orbiter and TDRS used to derive the parameters for the


Doppler calculations isshown inFigure 20 The Doppler shift results in a
 

variation of the Orbiter receive frequency inwhich the TDRS isconsidered


to be a stationary point and the Orbiter is in a circular orbit with a constant


tangential velocity (V ) at altitudes of 100 n.mi, 237.57 n.mi. (Reference R)


and 600 n.mi The calculations presented represent the worst-case Doppler shift









4.3.1 Doppler Shift and Doppler Rate Calculations


The Doppler rate and Doppler shift calculations are based on the following


parameters: orbital time, Orbiter and TDRS locations relative to the center of


the Earth, carrier frequency, and instantaneous radial component of the Orbiter


velocity (Vr) directed toward the TDRS. The period T inseconds of A circular


orbit made by the Orbiter at a given altitude iscalculated using the equation: 
CRe + SSO)3 
T 2r [Ref S] (8) 
where: 
= gravitational acceleration of the Earth 
(3.98 	 x 1014 m3/sec 2)


Re radius of the Earth (6.37 x 106 meters)


SSO = 	 Orbiter's altitude from the Earth's surface in 
meters 
Calculations of the Orbiter tangential velocity (V ) in meters per second and


radial component (V ) in meters per second for the respective altitudes are
r
 
performed by use of the following equations:


Vo = Re(.) [Ref Si (9) 
where: e 
g = gravitational acceleration at Earth's 
surface 	 (9.81 meters/sec )








0L = 	 angle between Orbiter velocity vector 








G. n(t) tan [ R.sin (900 - n (t) 	 (1n) 




n(t) 	 = angle change of Orbiter = (21) t 
= time inseconds ­t 
R, = Orbiter radius from center of Earth 
RTDRS TDRS radius from center of Earth 
T = period of circular orbit inseconds 
The calculated velocities and time periods that result from Equations


(8)and (9)are given in Table 13.


Alt. (n.mn.) T(sec.) V. (meters/sec.)


100 5282.958 7.793 x 103


237.57 5594.087 7.645 x 103


600 6441.192 7.294 x 103

















where* 	 X = free space wavelength inmeters 
Vr = Orbiter radial velocity component toward TDRS 
inmeters per second. 

The Doppler shifts for the selected altitudes are shown inFigure 21-23. 

The maximum Doppler shift of 357.8 kHz occurs ai an altitlde of 100 n mi The 

maximum Doppler shift limit specified in Reference B is+500 kHz. The Doppler


rate is the derivative of the Doppler shift which is calculated using the








At t2 - tl (13)


The Doppler rates for the respective altitudes from AOS to LOS are shown


in Figures 24-26. The worst case Doppler rate isfound to be -507.5 kHz/min.


at an altitude of 100 n.mi. The worst case Doppler shifts and Doppler rates


for the carrier frequency (13.775 GHz) and the sample altitudes are tabulated


inTable i. The maximum Doppler shifts for the high and low side of the TDRS


spread spectrum signal are also calculated using Equations (8)- (13) whicn


are tabulated inTable 14. The Doppler effects at the high and low end of the


spectrum differs in a non-linear fashion. The HP 9821A calculator and plotter


programs used to calculate the Doppler shift and rate are found in Figure 85









PLi . CARRER DOPPLER SHIFT CARRIER DOPPLER RATE HIGH SIDE LOW SIDE 
(nmi.) (kHz) (kHz/min.) DOPPLER SHIFT DOPPLER SHIFT 
(kHz) (kHz) 
100 357 815 
-507.5 358.385 357 243 
237.57 351.055 
-472.5 351.614 350 493 
600 334.937 





WORST CASE AT 13 797 GHz 
WORST CASE AT 13 753 GHz 







4.3.2 Frequency Spectrum of TDRS Signal


This section shows the expected frequency content of the spread spectrum signal


which will be used in the tracking loop. The current baselined signal from the


TDRS isa spread spectrum of 22 464 MHz bandwidth to meet the specification


recommended by the International Radio Consultive Communication Union (CCIR) of


-152 dBw/m2/4 	 kHz from a satellite in geosynchronous orbit 19,323 n.mi. above


the Earth [Ref C]. The frequency spectrum equation that represents the double­

sided TDRS spectrum signal using a PN code is [Ref B].


/ sin-2 2 n 
 
S(W) 	 + 6 ( m )+ 6 (6) (14)p...! 	 n = ­
"2 	 n o








w = radian frequency off-set from carrier 
p = PN code length (2047 symbols)


6 = Dirac delta function


n = PN code sideband order


T = I/chip rate (1/11.232 x 106 = 89 nanoseconds) 
A plot of the double-sided spread frequency spectrum is illustrated in Figu-e 27.


The spectrum is a series of impulses with a separation between sidebands of


5.486 kHz. However, since the Doppler change varies over the bandwidth as 
indicated inTable 14, the spacing between PN sidebands will also vary 
slightly during the mission. This variable spacing could affect the design of 
a special tracking loop filter. The relative power for the carrier and nearby 
sideband frequencies is seen to be 4.89 x 10-4 in Figure 27 which results directly 
from Equation (14). The magnitude of the impulses decrease to zero as the 







22.464 MHz spread spectrum r.f. bandwidth is 216 kbps. Itfollows that one


half of the spread bandwidth corresponds to 11.232 megachips/second. Filtering


'inthe tracking loop may be possible to enhance the periodclally occuring


sidebands generated by the PN code which occupies an r.f. noise bandwidth that


is significantly greater than the minimum bandwidth required to generate a 216


kbps rate. The special filter would improve the signal-to-noise ratio performance.


Some form of frequency control to account for Doppler would be required to


enable the filter and spectrum characteristics to be matched. The computer plot


program used to obtain the charactertistics of the TDRS transmitted signal











4.4 Evaluation of Vehicle Dynamics Effects


This section determines the dynamic movement effects of the Orbiter relative


to the Ku-Band antenna and TDRS. The aspects investigated are: (I)the Orbiter-

to-TDRS look angle variations with the TDRS assumed to be in the orbital plane,


(2)a mathematical relationship for the elevation and azimuth gimbal angles as a


function of the Orbiter look angles to the TDRS, and (3)an estimate of the


communications time line of the Orbiter (per revolution) in pitch, yaw, and roll


look angle changes. Three configurations are considered inthis section:


star tracking (inertial hold), local-vertical/local horizontal (LVLH), i.e.


heads up and heads down, and "barbecue" (solar inertial). The geometry used


to illustrate the parameters for the Orbiter look angle calculation is the same











4.4.1 Orbiter-to-TDRS Look Angle Variations


The Inertial Hold (IH)configuration isbased on a fixed Earth centered inertial
 

system. Inthis case the Orbiter X-axis is assumed to be perpendicular to the
 

orbital plane. The IH configuration is illustrated inFigure 28. The variations


of the Orbiter look angle rates may be obtained by taking the derivative of the


look angle a with respect to time (See Figure 20) in the IHmode for the three


assumed altitudes The maximum values are shown inTable 15. The maximum
 

variations for the respective altitudes only vary .0005 degrees/second in the


IHconfiquration, as noted inTable 15. The computer program used to obtain the


results inTable 15 is given in Figure 88 of Appendix B. For the IHconfi­

guration the look angle does change with respect to distant stars and is


found to change only slightly with respect to the distant TDRS.























The LVLH heads down configuration is illustrated in Figure 29. The orbiter look


angle variation in the LVLH mode is calculated using equations (15) and (16)-

L =n(t) -tan I [- n(­
cos(90-n(t))
= nRTDRS-RO 
angle change of Orbiter = Cr)t=
where: 	 n(t) 
t = time in seconds referenced to point 1 
R0= radius from center of Earth to Orbiter in meters 







RTDRS = radius from center of Earth to TORS in meters 
= angle between Orbiter velocity vector and line









change in angle with respect to time that is between the Orbiter
AOL 	
 
velocity vector and line joining the Orbiter/TDRS
=: 
in the LVLH configuration.














function of attitude as shown in the respective
The look angle rates decrease as a 
 








TDRS (0L = 90.).


Itis further pointed out that the worst case angle rate for maneuvers is 2.0


degrees/second [Reference T]. The combined effects of the Orbiter angle rates


due to orbit movement in the LVLH configuration for vehicle roll, pitch or yaw


variations at the three altitudes of 100 n.mi., 237.57 n.mi., and 600 n.mi.


worst case condition. The look angles rates

are tabulated in Table 16 for a 
 
of this Table also represent the fastest look angle rates seen by the antenna


since the moment arm of the antenna from the Orbiter center of mass isvery











Altitude Orbital Look Angle Body Vehicle Orbital &








100 4.833 2 2.081


237.57 4.597 2 2.077


600 4.069 2 2.068








In the "barbecue" configuration one of the Orbiter's axes isperpendicular to


the Orbiter-sunline. The "barbecue" configuration is illustrated inFigure 33.


The barbecue rate is typically 0.5 degrees per second [Reference U]. This type
 

of attitude is used for thermal conditioning of the Orbiter in conjunction with


an inertial hold. The barbecue attitude will typically occur only 10% or less


of a total mission. At this time little transmission of the 50 Mbps data would

































4.4.2 Transformation from Orbiter-to-Antenna Gimbal Angles


The antenna gimbal axes were initially specified to correspond to the roll


() and pitch (9)angles of the Orbiter body coordinates with the ( = 00,


o = 00) point corresponding to the -Z body axis [Reference B]. For the 
initially specified system, the antenna gimbal limits do not optimally match 
the vehicle blockage limts. To maximize antenna coverage the boom should be 
deployed at some optimum angle, and this gimbal should also have an optimum 
orientation. For this case, the antenna elevation and azimuth will be related 
to the Orbiter body roll and pitch angles by a direction cosine transformation 
matrix The relation between the Orbiter body and antenna gimbal coorCinates is 
shown inFigure34. The Orbiter body X, Y, and Z look angle components are given by.


T= sin gQ0 x - cos 0 sin o y








=,roll component of Orblter look angle


9, pitch component of Orbiter look angle


The antenna azimuth and elevation angles are then given by: 
= tan - T' (18) 
a sin -I (Tx')








T' = A T (19) 
The translation matrix A may be used to determine antenna gimbal angle rates for


azimuth and elevation for any defined gimbal orientation and may also be used by


the Orbiter computer software for designation error correction. Designation











4.4.3 Orbiter Shadowing/Communications Time


The Orbiter Ku-Band antenna will not always have communications locked on with


the TDRS due to the shadowing by the Orbiter at different roll, pitch, and


yaw attitudes while in orbit around the Earth. The time apertures for communi­

catons have been determined by using the shadowing of the Orbiter shown on tne
 

antenna management display Figure 35 [reference VI The Orbiter look angle is


assumed to change 3600 in either a pitch, roll, or yaw attitude at .5, 2, and


0.081 degrees/second which are the rates for typical barbecue, Orbiter worst


case maneuver, and typical (LVLH). The results of the evaluation displayed


in Table 18, Orbiter Shadow Time, have been formulated by taking the indicated
 

paths illustrated in Figure 36, Path/Attitude Look Angle Variation, for the


pitch, roll, and yaw attitudes through an excursion of 3600 at the respective


Orbiter look angle rates. The shadow/communications times shown in Table 18


only consider shadowing from the Orbiter The worst case look angle variations


(Table 19) occur for a combination pitch and yaw look angle change with a


communications loss of 53.79 sec. at the rate of 2.83 decrees oer second The


rates in Table 19 are root sum squared (RSS) to obtain a resultant Orbiter rate






Pitch Rate Roll Rate Yaw Rate Rotation Time Time (SEC.) Communication!


(DEG./SEC.) (DEG./SEC.) (DEG./SEC.) (SEC.) from Orbiter (SEC.)


.5 - 720 133 587


2 - 180 33 147


.081 - - 4444.44 814.82 3629.62


.5 - 720 19.11 700.89


2 - 180 47.77 132.23


.081 - 4444.44 1185.18 3259.26 
- .5 72D 188.44 531.56 
- 2 180 47.11 132.89 ­
.081 4444.44 1163.21 3281.23


* Does not include earth shadowing 







RSS Pitch and 360o Rotation Shadowed Time Communications (SEC.)* 
Yaw (DEG./SEC) Time (SEC.) (SEC 
.707 720.11 215 30 510 81 
2.83 179.90 53.79 126.11 
.115 4427.13 1323.65 3103 48 
* Does not include earth shadowing


Table 19 Orbiter Worst Case Shadow Time (LVLHI)


The Orbiter inertial hold configuration evaluation is formulated in a similar


fashion as that done for the LVLH configuration. The inertial hold configuration


has large time spans as shown in Table 20.


3600 Shadowed Time 
Pitch Rate Roll Rate Yaw Rate Rotation Time From Orbiter Communicatio, 
(DEG./SEC.) (DEG./SEC.) (DEG./SEC) (SEC.) (SEC.) (SEC.) 
.012 - 30000 5500.00 24500 00 
- .012 - 30000 7962.50 22037.50 
- - .012 30000 8375.00 21625.00 
* Does not include Earth shadowing 
Table 20 Orbiter Shadow Time (IH)


The Orbiter worst case condition shown in Table 21 is obtained by taking the root


sum square of the pitch and yaw rates from Table 20. The resultant amount of


shadowing increases while the communication times become shorter when corpared 
with those of Table 13. The attitude and paths considered for these calculations








RSS Pitch and Yaw 3600 Rotation Shadow Time Communications* 




Does riot include Earth shadowing 











4.5 Evaluation of Scan Parameters


The scan parameters are ciscussed in relation to yoke blockage and the orien­

tation of the gimbal axes to the Orbiter vehicle The raster and conical scan


procedures are then discussed in relation to the time to acquire a target for


both scan procedures utilizing the four respective reflector sizes (20, 26, 30,


and 36 inches) The scan limits will depend on the blockage from the yoke of


the Ku-Band antenna, the orientation of the antenna gimbal axes, and the deploy­

ment of the boom. The results of tnis section should be useful in determining


an optimum gimbal orientation and in selecting a scan procedure for acquisition


The present baseline deployment for the Ku-Band Antenna System is shown in











4.5.1 Gimbal Limits in Relation to Antenna Yoke


The yoke will cause a cone of communication blockage to be formed when the


antenna elevation angl. (a)is varied such that the beam is pointing towards






is estimated to be a< 400 which results in a half angle cone of 50 caused by


yoke blockage illustrated by Figure 39.


The percent of the total spherical coverage due to yoke blockage is calculated












BF = blockage factor (percent spherical coverage)


0h = half angle of blockage cone made by antenna yoke


Using Equation (20) and a half cone angle of 50 degrees, the resultant blockage


imposed by the yoke is 17.9% of the sphere. This blockage will occu- when the


Ku-Band Antenna is pointed towards the tail section of the Orbiter with the











4.5.2 Gimbal Limit in Relation to Gimbal Orientation


With the present baseline configurations illustrated in Figures 37 and 38 there


will be blockage from both the yoke plus the Orbiter The percent of coverage, 
C, may be determined by the following equation. 
C = 100% - BFyoke 
-BFOrbiter (21) 
where 
BF = blockage factors in percent 
The baseline deployment of the single Ku-Band Antenna is found to provide about


68% coverage with the yoke blockage occuring when the antenna is pointed toward


the tail section. This blockage is indicated in Figure 40, which is an antenna
 

management graph showing Orbiter and yoke blockage from a single Ku-Band Antenna


in the baseline configuration. The cross hatched lines Indicate the amount of








Optimum deployment for the single antenna configuration would be similar to


that shown in Figure 41. The change in the orientation of the gimbal azimuth


and elevation angles would place the cone produced from yoke blockage mostly


in the Orbiter blockage as shown by circle A in the blockage plot of Figure 42.


The yoke blockage factor of this orientation and deployment of the boom would


be about 8.3% in addition to that of the Orbiter blockage which would be 14.1%.











The two antenna Ku-Band system employing the present baseline orientation


for each antenna inFigure 38 would result inthe blockage illustrated in


Figure 43. This represents about B2% coverage, with the majority of the


blockage inthe rear section of the Orbiter. Figure 44 illustrates the


corresponding blockage employing the optimum configuration for the two


antehra configuration which provides about 96% coverage including blockage


fror a combination of the payload doors, vertical stablizer, and wing


Insn-iary a tabulation of percent coverage factors resulting from this


evalbation are shown inTable 22 
 Itclearly shows the significant advantage























Figures 45 and 46 illustrate the blockage imposed by a single left antenna in


the baseline and optimum configurations. These figures were used to obtain the











4.5.3 Detection Timie/Probability of Detection


The detection time and probability of detection calculations are performed in


this section assuming a fixed antenna power gain level of 32.74 dB. The beam­

widths (BW) for a 32.74 dB antenna power gain level of a 20, 26, 30, and 36


inch dish are 2.06, 1.94, 1.90 and 1.65 degrees respectively at a frequency


of 13.775 GHz. These bearwidths may be obtained from Section 4.1. The modified








The modified raster scan illustrated in Figure 49 gives the geometry used to


calculate the minimum and maximum detection time employing a raster scan for


the respective regions shown in this figure (MIN. and MAX.). The raster scan


will begin at the top of the total scan region. The area "A"indicated in


equation(23)is that which would be under the arc subtended by line AB for


minimum detection, and the area for maximum detection of a vector would include


the area under the arc A"B" plus the area between the two lines A"B" and AB'. 
A designation error of 2.80 is assumed when detecting a vector.


The detection time for the raster scan, illustrated in Figure 49 is calcualted


using the following equations: (derived from Reference F).


where. = BW/l.3 (22)


9y - angular travel Iny direction during reversal cycle in degrees


BW = beamwidth for 32.74 dB level











The beam overlap refers to a number which is related to the difference beam












where: A = area of region covered by the raster scan from beginning


until detection (degrees squared)


L = length of the scan in degrees until detection








where 	 Ts = time for detection of a vector using raster scan (seconds)


Dv = D +De 	 (25)


where: 	 De = designation error (assumed 2.8 degrees Reference B)


D = distance traveled by vector from the origin (degrees)


Dv = distance traveled by vector considering De (degrees)


- Dv 	 (26) 
Vd = Angular 	 velocity of vector (degrees/second)


The HP 9821 A calculator and plotter program found in Figure 90 of Appendix B


is used for evaluation of the detection time of a look angle vector passing
 

through a raster scan procedure as a function of the look angle rate. Figures


50-53 illustrate the minimum and maximum time limits employing the raster scan


for a 20, 26, 30, and 36 inch diameter reflector. The maximum time is obtained


using a 'Y'in Equation (25) and the minimum time is obtained using a "-"


sign in Equation (25). By comparing the figures it can be seen that the larger
 













Table 23 lists the raster scan parameters for the respective reflector diameters




























































Conical Scan - detection time


A conical scan will have a minimum detection time of zero seconds for no


designation error with the maximum detection time being a function of look


angle rate. The time required for a conical scan to lock-on will generally


be shorter than the raster scan because the starting point for the raster


scan is farther away from the actual Orbiter-to-TDRS look angle. The conical


scan will have a point constantly moving towards its maximum radius from the


center of the scan area in a circular fashion The detection time for the


conical scan isa function of the designation error, maximum velocity of


the scan procedure, and the angular velocity of the look angle between the


Orbiter and the TDRS Ifa calculated vector is well within the specified


maximum designation error or 2.80, immediate lock-on may occur with the


conical scan. The equation to calculate the detection time for a conical












where* Vc = maximum angular velocity of the scan (degrees/second)


Via = velocity of the look angle (degrees/second)


Dtc = detection time of a vector-conical scan (seconds)


Figure 91 in Appendix B contairs the HP 9821A calculator program used to plot


the conical detection time based on Equation (27). The plots for the four


respective reflectors are shown in Figures 54-57.


Table 24 contains the parameters used to calculate velocities for the detection







MAXIMUM TOTAL SCAN TIME











30 363 80 36.38


36 417 90 41.79


Table 24 Conical Scan Parameters (Common Power Gain)


The conical scan scheme indicates that there will be a faster lock-on tine tan


the raster scan, which is indicated in comparison of the detection time figures


for the raster and conical scan (Figures 50-53 and Figures 54-57 respectively)


employing a 20, 26, 30, or 36 inch diameter reflector.


Probability of Detection - raster and conical


The probability of detecting a target considering the worst case designation





























Tst = total time for scan of complete scan region (seconds)


De = designation error (degrees-assumed 2.8)


Arv = angular rate of vector (degrees per second)


The probability of detecting a target with a conical or raster scan decreases


rapidly once the maximum look angle rate of the antenna is exceeded. The results














Detection probability curves for the raster and conical scan using 20, 26, 30,


and 36 inch reflectors are found in Figures 58-65. The probability curves for


the raster scan in each figure assumes the designation error of 2.8 degrees for


one curve and zero degrees for the curve labeled "WO". The probability of


detection is slightly higher for the raster scan than that for the conical scan


for a fixed look angle rate. The probability of detecting a vector is found


to fall off sharply for both scan procedures once the maximum look angle rate


is exceeded (100% probability) for lock-on that is indicated by Figures 58-65.
 

The time for detection of a slow changing look angle is significantly better


for the conical scan even in the presence of a 2.80 designation error. Since


the majority of the Shuttle activities will involve slow look angle rate











4.6 Multipath Signal Effects on the Communications Antenna


A communications system such as the Space Shuttle Ku-Band Orbiter/TDRS system


is impacted by multipath. Mjltipath is defined as the reflected signal that


may occur from the Orbiter body, Earth, or deployed payload causing the Orbiter


Ku-Band antenna to receive two or more signals arriving at different times and


magnitudes. The purpose of this section is to determine the possible effects


of multipath signals on the operation of the acquisition and tracking system


of the Space Shuttle Orbiter Ku-Band Communications Antenna Two cases are








The multipath factor as a function of frequency and pointing angle is determined


from the antenna pattern and modification effects from a simplified math model


for a carrier frequency of 13.775 GHz + 350 kHz, which includes the Doppler
 

effect. The type of modulation which is currently baselined for the Ku-Band


system is spread spectrum or pseudo random noise (PN) modulation. For the


case of spread spectrum modulation the r.f. bandwidth may be as great as 50


MHz. The tracking error signal is currently baselined using a triple channel


monopulse type feed system inwhich three antenna patterns will be formed. The


output of the monopulse bridge will include the sum pattern, the azimuth


difference pattern and the elevation difference.pattern. The difference patterns


have a null in the direction of the peak of the sum beam as shown in Figure 66,


assuming no multipath effects. The effect of multipath reflection will be to


produce ripples or scalloping effects in portions of both the sum and difference


antenna patterns but mainly in the difference pattern. The ripple effects will









An idealized plane model for multipath determination is shown in Figure 67.


For this study the specular multipath (worst case) is considered


Normally, the multipat signal has two components, specular and diffuse The


specular component is a reflected signal from a smooth or ideal surface and the


diffuse component is the sum of scattered signals from rough surfaces. These


reflections cause the variations in both the sum and difference pattern as


mentioned previously in this section The Orbiter antenna is assumed to be


isotropic for the purpose of this discussion and the change in frequency of









LMP (dB) = 20 log ji - IRI e- c d . (29) 
where h, height of Orbiter antenna (meters)


h2 = height of TDRS antenna (meters) 
f = frequency (Hz) 
2hlh 2. = path difference between reflected path (r1+r2) - (meters) 
d and direct path (r) - (meters) 
c = speed of light (meters/second) 
d distance between antennas measured along plane surface (meters) 
IRI = magnitude of the voltage reflection coefficient (no units) 
The multipath factor as a function of frequency is calculated in which four voltage


reflection coefficients (IRI) are considered: 0, -3, -6 and -10 dB which have


magnitudes of 1,.707,.S, and .32 respectively. The HP 9821A calculator program


used to evaluate this effect is found in Figure 93 of Appendix B. The height


of the TDRS and Orbiter above the horizontal plane is assumed to be 19,323 n.mi.


and 237.57 n.mi respectively. The multipath effect on the received signal due









Figures 68-71 and Figures 72-75 respectively for the four voltage reflection


coefficients previously indicated. The frequency limits in these plots are


chosen to be small in order to show detail effects. These results are typical


for the frequency band of 13.75 GHz-13.80 Ghz which is the fo'vard link between


the TDRS and the Orbiter The spacing of the spread spectrum sidebands is


5.486 kHz. If the multipath nulls coincide with the PN sideband spacing, this


may cancel sidebands of the received signal causing loss of communications


Some of the multipath nulls of the Earth case shown in Figures 68-71 appear to








Equation (29) may also be used to account for the effect of pointing angle


change (LO) and is rewritten as:


" f 2 Z'iai oJ (30)MP 20 log fl- R je . 
where. h = height of Orbiter antenna above horizontal plane (meters)­
0 = angle between horizontal plane and line connecting antenna center 
c = speed of light (meters/second) 
IR1 = magnitude of the voltage reflection coefficient (no units) 
2h, tan 0 = path difference between the reflected path (ri+r2 )-(meters) 
and the direct path (r)-(meters). 











The assumed parameters for the multipath factors as a function of the Orbiter


antenna pointing angle are the same as that for the effect of multipath as


a function of frequency change from the TDRS to the Orbiter An HP 9821A


calculator program found in Figure 94 of Appendix B Is used to evaluate the


multipath factor due to the Earth and Orbiter as a function of pointing angle.


Figures 76-79 and Figures 80-83 show the Earth and Orbiter multipath factor


as a function of pointing angle. It can be seen that the effect of multipath


due to the Earth reflections will have a greater impact than that due to the


Orbiter This is because the path difference of the direct and indirect signals


is very small in comparison with that of the Earth


The spread spectrum is considered to be desirable for a multipath environment


since in general only a small percentage of the power could be cancelled by the


indirect signal. Suppression techniques such as increased antenna directivity,


polari2ation, and the use of narrowband filtering are recognized as effective











4.7 Single Versus Triple Channel Monopulse


Two possible implementations of the monopulse system for the Ku-Band Integrated


Communications/Radar Antenna are the triple channel system and the single channel


system. The triple channel system is presented in the Rockwell specification






seperate signals which are obtained from a sum feed and two difference feeds on


a continuous basis. The single channel system has the sum and two difference


channels time sequenced by changing the phase shift. The change in phase shift


produces the three radiation patterns.


A single channel type system was used for the Apollo high gain antenna and it


was found to be sensitive to incidental amplitude modulation (IAM) at the


frequency associated with the phase shift change (50 Hz). PIN diode phase


shifters were used to switch phase lines in and out of the circuit at a 50 Hz


rate, which resulted in the formation of patterns for each of the channels on a


time division multiplexed basis. The Apollo Unified S-Band ground stations were


designed to transmit angle modulation, and a significant amount of incidental
 

amplitude modulation was transmitted for large modulation indicies (i e. B_25).


This erroneous IAM resulted in a physical shifting of the antenna orientation


while voice messages were sent on the S-Band link. The solution that was


obtained before the first flight resulted in reduction of the modulation indicies


in the ground transmitters.


Another factor to be considered in the single channel system is that all


tracking information is carried in one transmission line. This inherently


results in better phase coherence between the time division multiplexed


channels of the single channel system. In the three channel systen phase


errors may result from differences in feed lines, amplifier characteristics,


hybrid characteristics, etc. Also, implementation of a single channel system











line, however, the losses associated with the single channel system are


significantly greater in the difference channels, since a directional coupler


-isused to maximize the sum channel signal The level of degradation for the


difference channel is typically 15 dB [Reference D], whereas, the level of


degradation associated with the Apollo type antenna was 13 dB.
 

Since the signal-to-noise ratio margins in the spread spectrum bandwidth are


marginal, the selection of the three channel system is favored over the single


channel system. The major reason is that the losses in the difference channel


are much less for the triple channel system. Also, there should be no adverse














The purpose of this section is to combine the factors from the previous


discussion in order to make rational recommendations for the implementation


of the Ku-Band tracking system.


The antenna patterns for 20, 26, 30, and 36 inch diameter parabolic dishes in


Section 4.1 show that the power gain of the 36 inch dish is S dB above that of


the baselined 20 inch dish. This added gain is shown in the signal-to-noise


ratio Section 4.2 to be sufficient to permit use of the spread signal in the


tracking loop with a 36 inch dish. Use of the spread signal is preferred


since up to 5 minutes of time is required for synchronization with the despread


signal. The extra time for synchronization necessitates a slower scanning


rate of the antenna and requires more time than the specified 60 seconds for


acquisition in the presence of a Doppler shift. The major disadvantages of the


36 inch dish is in the increased weight and size. The increased weight of the


36 inch dish will cause an approximate 400% increase, however, use of carbon


fiber or other light weight materials could make the actual weight increase


comparatively small. Also, the increased size makes stowage within the payload


bay more difficult and may limit deployment mechanizations. The use of a dish


smaller than 36 inches will result in the need for using the despread signal


in the tracking loop which means excessive acquisition time. If a long acquisition


time is determined to be acceptable tlan a 20 inch dish could be used.


In the spread spectrum Section 4.3 it is shown that the spread spectrum will


consist primarily of sideband impulses with a spacing of 5.486 kHz over a 22.232


MHz r.f. bandwidth centered about the carrier frequency of 13.775 GHz. The


impulse spacing will vary slightly due to Doppler shift variation over the band­







100 n.mi. orbit with the Orbiter and TDRS in the same plane. This means that


the frequency of the Orbiter receiver should be capable of tracking spread


spectrum signals within + 358 kHz. The Ku-Band specification allows for a


+ 500 kHz shift which includes Doppler and local oscillator drifts in the


Orbiter receiver and ground transmitter. If the accumulative drifts of the


Orbiter receiver and ground transmitter are found to be less than + 142 kHz,


itwould be desirable to change the Orbiter receiver tracking performance to


d value closer to the actual maximum Doppler shift. Changing this value will


minimize lock-on time for obtaining data during a search mode. Another


suggestion resulting from the spread spectrum section is that a special filter


in the tracking loop may be used to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio of the


tracking signal. This filter would emphasize signal levels which are spaced


5.486 kHz corresponding to the spread spectrum sidebano spacing. Use of this


filter assumes that the carrier frequency shift due to Doppler is synchronized


and that some tolerance for non-linear Doppler effects are included.


In the vehicle dynamics Section 4.4 it was found that the look angle variations


will be relatively slow for inertial hold and local-vertical local-horizontal


(LVLH) attitudes. Typical maximum rates during these activities are found to


be .0124 degrees per second for inertial hold and .081 degrees per second for


LVLH. The maximum look angle rates are found to occur during a fast maneuver


and duringVbarbecu'which will comprise less than 10% of the on-orbit activities.


The maximum Orbiter rate during a maneuver is 2.0 degrees per second and typical


"barbecue is 0.5 degrees per second. The results of the rates combined with


blockage plots are used to show communications timelines for the attitudes


considered. For a"barbecue"attitude, communications may be maintained 587











maintained 4163 seconds out of a 4444 second period of rotation. Each time








The evaluation of scan parameters in Section 4.5 shows that a conical scan will


give better performance than the raster scan even with the maximum designation


error of 2.8 degrees. The major reason is that the minimum time to acquire


for the conical scan is zero seconds and the possibility of quick acquisition


ismuch greater for the low look angle rate changes for inertial hold and LVLH.


It is further pointed out that some limits on the conical scan at the outer


points of the search cone should be employed to slow down the antenna Other


results in Section 4.5 show the desirability of deploying the antenna with an


optimum gimbal orientation rather than with the baseline orientation Itwas


shown that this will increase the spherical coverage of a single antenna from


68% to 77% and the coverage for two antennas is increased from 82% to 96%.


This optimum orientation is obtained by overlapping the yoke blockage cone


with the Orbiter vehicle blockage (See Figures 41 and 42)


A simplified evaluation of possible multipath effects was given in Section 4.6.


It Is found that Earth multipath may result in some loss of signal since the


nulls produced by the multipath closely correspond to the spacing of the PN


Spread spectrum sidebands. Also, in the carrier only mode, loss of signal


may occur from either Orbiter or Earth multipath. Some further study on this








Finally in Section 4.7 the effects of using a single or triple channel monopulse


were evaluated. The results show that a triple channel is preferred. The major


reason is that the losses in the difference channels are much less for the


triple channel. Also, there should be no adverse effects of incidental ampli­










single channel system are (1)simpler implementation and (2)smaller phase errors


since each channel is time synchronized. Since it is considered desirable to


use the spread signal for tracking to minimize acquisition time, it follows











6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS


As a result of this study the following communication oriented recommendations


are made for the Ku-Band Integrated Communications/Radar Antenna tracking system.


(1) Use the maximum size 36-inch diameter parabolic dish to achieve an


adequate signal-to-noise ratio in the tracking loop with a spread signal for


tracking purposes. If a long acquisition time of up to 5 minutes is


determined to be acceptable then a 20 inch dish could be used.


(2) Use a conical type search scan o-or 
acquisition which will result in


minimum lock-on time compared with the raster scan.






maximum overlap of the gimbal blockage and the Orbiter body blockage


in order to significantly increase the percent spherical coverage for both


the single antenna and dual antenna configurations.


(4) Use a triple channel monopulse system to obtain an adequate signal-to-noise








(5) A simplified evaluation has shown that multipath will have some limiting


effects on the performance of the Ku-Band Communications System, however


additional study is suggested to more accurately determine the effects.


(6) It is suggested that the Doppler specification of +500 kHz may be relaxed
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Figure 18 CANDIDATE ORBITER TRACKING CONFIGURATON 
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Figure 29 LVLH Configuration
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0 , the solar elevation angle, is 
the angle between tl'evehicle sun 
line and the vehicle orbital plane


at orbital noon. It Is positive when 




SI = Solar inertial 
For "barbecue", Orbiter axis of rotation remains
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(a) Orbiter Body Coordinates For Antenna


0 	 = 00 a= 0
 
800 / 0= -90* 















(b) Antenna Gimbal Coordinates (Antenna Pointed a=8 = 0 
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LL = LOWER LEFT oRBTER


UL = UPPER LEFT


UR = UPPER RIGHT


LR = LOWER RIGHT


NOTE See coordinate system in Figure 34 (a).
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Figure 37 Orbiter Ku-Band Antenna Baseline Configuration (single antenna) 
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I \ Cone of Yoke Blockage 
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Fgure 4 	 Optimum 2-Antenna System Blockage 
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Figure 47 Raster Scan 
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Figure 49 Geometry for Detection Time Calculations For Raster Scan
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FIGURE 66 	 TYPICAL ANTENNA PATTERN
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